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Abstract 

The rapid growth and advancements in the field of Information Technology, Cloud Computing and Internet 

of Things (IoT), paved the way for unprecedented increase in the data that they have produced. The huge data 

generated from different sources have distinct characteristics in terms of its size, forms and the speed at which the 
data is generated. This situation has led to the difficulty in processing these datasets by using the traditional tools 

and techniques. In this paper, a bilingual matching algorithm is proposed to identify and eliminate duplicate data 

from the large scale datasets collected across various public sector administrative departments such as Public 

Distribution System (PDS), Old Age Pension (OAP), Health, Farmers Welfare etc. The proposed algorithm is 

implemented to match entries of E-governance dataset available across various public sector departments, 

particularly focusing regional languages of India (especially Tamil to Tamil matching and Tamil to English 

matching). Tamil language to Tamil language matching is carried out to avoid the redundant records, which is 

unique and novel contribution in processing the large scale heterogeneous datasets. Experimental results are 

provided to ascertain the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm along with implementation of font conversion 

process and a customized PostgreSQL plugin. The experimental validation of the proposed matching algorithm 

proves the capability of the algorithm to identify the duplicate records for the unique set of data considered for the 

experimental study. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the past decade, there is an exponential growth in the generation of data across various domains. 

Based on the report released by International Data Corporation (IDC) in 2011 [1], the amount of data created and 

utilized around the world is approximately 1.8 ZB and this will get doubled in every two years. The term “Big Data” 

has been coined to reflect its characteristics with respect to different dimensionalities such as volume, velocity, 

value, variety and veracity. Because of its inherent characteristics and generated at different sources, big data poses 

large amount of unstructured data. The composition of this unstructured data increases the complexity of data 

processing.  

  

Thus, the Big Data era has emerged due to the rapid growth across all the domains such as health care, 

bioinformatics, vehicular networks, biological science etc. This situation has resulted in acceleration of big data 

research through various initiatives taken by industries and government agencies across the globe. Big data 

processing is most predominant in major domains such as healthcare, public sector administration, retail industry, 

manufacturing industry and personal data location. Over the years, the application of big data has been extended to 

fields such as atmospheric science, medicine, genomics and other interdisciplinary and complex research domains. 
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The most important issue in big data processing across all the domains is that how to efficiently process, 

effectively organize and manage such huge datasets for performing real-time analytics. Data acquisition, storage, 

management and analysis are the key issues to be handled during the real-time processing.  Processing huge datasets 

at real time poses various challenges using the traditional data analytics tools. The traditional data analysis and 
management systems is suitable only for the structured data and also these systems utilizes expensive hardware. 

Hence, parallel processing infrastructure is highly essential for processing huge datasets at real-time in an efficient 

way. Any processing methodology should definitely address all the challenges without compromising in any aspect 

[1]. The key challenges associated during big data analytics are:  

 

a. Data representation – which focus on making the available data more meaning full for 

subsequent analysis and interpretation. If the data is not represented correctly, it may lead to reduction in 

the value of the original data and may also be a bottleneck during the data analysis. 

b. Data compression and redundancy reduction – concentrates on reducing the cost involved 

during the management of data without compromising on the precision of the data, such that the value of 

the data is not affected. 

c. Data life-cycle management – due to the availability of huge data, a strategy should be 
framed for deciding which of the data should be stored for future use and which data can be discarded.    

d. Analytical methodology – Big data analytics relies on fundamental infrastructure for 

efficient processing. The use of non-relational database proven to be advantage for processing unstructured 

data, while the traditional RDBMS lacks expandability and scalability. Any analytic approach should focus 

on providing accurate results, with less time and cost. 

e. Data confidentiality – Most of the data analytics solutions are provided by the experts, 

who are not the owners of the data or service providers. Hence, it is highly essential to take measures to 

protect most sensitive data for ensuring its safety. 

f. Energy management – power consumption management and control at the system level 

should be implemented for consuming less energy during the data processing, transmission and storage. 

g. Scalability – The solution methodology should be capable of processing the current 
datasets and also if the size of the dataset is increased in the future. In both cases, the solution should 

provide accurate analytics. 

h. Co-operation – Experts from different disciplines should come forward and work 

together in order to provide a comprehensive solution to the data analytics objective, because this field 

requires solutions from interdisciplinary domains. 

 

Data representation, analysis and redundancy reduction are the three main challenges considered in this 

paper. 

The digitization and automation of various government departments/agencies have led to the data collection 

of every citizen of the country/state by individual departments. This provides an efficient way for the citizens to 

approach the concerned departments for applying to any schemes that the government has introduced. The primary 

objective for collecting such data is to maintain each citizen details online for effective reach out of the government 
plans to the intended beneficiaries. The data collected thus provides an easier and faster way for the government 

departments to satisfy the requirements of the citizens. The collected data primarily constitutes the demographic 

details of every citizen. 

 

The paper is organized as follows, Section 2, summarizes the related work. Architecture for processing E-

Governance data and Problem formulation are described in Section 3. The proposed Bilingual matching algorithm 

and the dataset considered is presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides the experimental results. Finally, conclusion 

is presented in Section 6. 
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2 Related Work 

Text Similarity 

String based Text similarity approaches are broadly classified into character based and term-based [2]. In 

character based similarity measures considers similarity between two strings based on the distance (Damarau-

Levenshtein algorithm) [3], length of contiguous characters (Longest common substring algorithm) number and 
order of common characters (Jaro) [4], using prefix length (Jaro-Winkler) [5]. 

Also based on dynamic programming technique which is utilized for biological sequence comparison for 

matching the best alignment (Needle-Wunsch) [6], dynamic programming for dissimilar sequences for character 

based matching (Smith-Waterman) [7]. Sub- sequences matching using N-gram similarity approach [8] is 

implemented in which the distance is measured by ratio of number of similar N-gram to maximal number of N-

grams. 

In term-based similarity measure Manhattan distance is used (block distance) [9] , cosine similarity 

measures [10] the similarity between two vectors and angle the strings Euclidean distance measures the sum of 

squared distance between the two vectors. Jaccard similarity [11] identifies the shared terms with the number of 

unique terms available in both the strings and simple vector based approach matches the coefficients along the 

dimensions of both the vectors, by simply counting the number of non-zero similar terms. Corpus-based similarity 

approach [12-14] is similar to dictionary based approach which compares the similarity index from the information 
gained from large dictionary. 

Knowledge-based similarity approach is also semantic similarity measures based on information desired 

from semantic networks [15]. Knowledge based similarity approaches can be further divided into two approaches. 

Semantic similarity and measures of semantic relatedness [16]. Several Hybrid similarity methods [17] has also been 

implemented which provides better performance. 

Data Duplication: 

Ahmed.H.Yousef [18] proposed a framework which utilizes phonetic algorithms which support different 

indexing/blocking techniques for duplicate record detection. The framework uses various proximity matching 

algorithms suitable for matching names in several languages. Also the work evaluates the performance with standard 

metrics. 

A comprehensive analysis of duplicate record detection is studied by Elmagarmid et al 2007[19], in which 
several duplicate detection algorithms with similarity metrics are discussed. Duplicate record detection mechanism 

can be evaluated with following metrics. 

I. The first metric is based on measure of complexity by the ratio of number of generated 

record pairs with the reduction ratio. 

II. The second metrics relates to the quality of the results which is measured by determining 

the positive predictive value (precision) and True positive rate (recall). 

Duplicate record detection strategies can be classified to three types [18]. 

1. Deterministic which can be applied only if the datasets possess high quality accurate 

unique entity identifiers. 

2. Probabilistic approach is considered as consistent, cost-effective and more reliable 

strategy for duplicate record detection. 

3. Expectation maximization algorithm and approximate string comparison are the two 
methods which is categorized under modern approaches for duplicate record detection. 

 

 A redundant removal strategy for stock commodities is proposed [20] to delete the redundant data 

and efficiently processed the data during the map phase. A pairwise record matching algorithm [21] is proposed to 

detect only approximate duplicate data in a database. 

Several machine learning algorithms [22-25] are also available for duplicate record detection, which 

requires training data, which is not available in many situations and should be prepared manually, which leads to be 

a time-consuming process. 
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Various tools are available for detecting duplicate records in English language. Some of the tools big-

match, TAILOR [26] and FEBRL [27]. These tools utilize different techniques for identifying similar entities from 

data sources in the same language. 

After studying various literature, to the best of our knowledge, there is no tools or techniques exists for 

detecting duplicate records in Tamil language. Hence, our proposed bilingual algorithm concentrates on duplicate 
record detection in terms of Tamil-Tamil language mapping and Tamil-English language mapping. 

3 Architecture for Processing E-Governance Data 

The Government has digitized all the records available in various departments with the vision to benefit the 

intended citizen’s. To control the existing online data, it was decided to use the National Population Register (NPR) 

based demographic data in various department schemes like Public Distribution System (PDS), Old Age Pension, 

etc., in a data platform to authenticate resident information across NPR and Unique identity number. The aim of this 

initiative is to link NPR and Unique identity number and seed Unique identity number into the individual 

department's database.  

 

The volume of data is collected from every citizen is huge in size, and mostly the data collected is of 

heterogeneous in nature because of data representation in different regional languages across states, in country like 

India. The data collected is entered into the database in Tamil and English languages. Some departments may use 
Tamil language and some other departments may use English language for the representation of the citizen’s data. 

The collected data exhibits much redundancy across different public sector administrative departments such as 

Public Distribution System (PDS), Old Age Pension (OAP) Scheme, Health Scheme, Birth and Death Registration, 

Employment Exchange, Driving License, Student’s Scholarship Scheme, etc. Same citizen data is available in one or 

more departments in different or same languages.  

 

The Architecture for processing E-Governance Data for matching the records is shown in figure 1. National 

Population Register (NPR) dataset is used for matching the similar dataset available from various public sector 

departments 

 

 

Figure 1: Architecture for Processing E-Governance Data 

For matching the records, a list of key fields is extracted by a filter. Similarly, key fields are also extracted 

from the datasets available in individual departments One NPR record is compared with the records stored in all the 

departments. Processing of data can be one department at a time. The list of key fields extracted is matched using 
traditional text similarity matching algorithms. If Match Score >= 8.75, considered as exact match, If the match 
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score lies between 6.75 >= Match Score <= 8.74, it needs Verification and If Match Score < 6.75, Needs Field level 

data entry. 

 

 If there are ‘N’ records in NPR and ‘M’ records in each department, N*M comparisons are needed for 

each department. Moreover, collected data from each department is in different language. This poses a bigger 
challenge for finding a solution to the problem. 

 

For example, considering the records between Public Distribution System department (PDS) and Health 

department, it was not possible to find matching records because of data representation as shown in Table 1. In this 

example, the dataset is in Tamil language in which significant fields pertaining to the resident looks same, whereas 

name itself varies slightly from each department. Standard facilities are available with analysis tools which support 

matching in English language. The challenge is to incorporate the matching of records from Tamil to English and as 

well as Tamil to Tamil languages, which is not available in the literature so far and thus the proposed algorithm 

proves to be novel and unique for solving the problem under consideration. 

 

Table 1: Snapshot of Data Representation between PDS and Health Datasets 

 

 

 In order to mitigate such issues, a Bilingual similarity matching algorithm is proposed, which is 

unique for the considered dataset, because of its application to match Tamil language to Tamil language and Tamil 

language to English language.  

 

3.1 Problem Formulation  

 The government’s initiative toward E-governance has led to the digitization of fundamental details about 

each department. For providing effective and efficient service to every citizen, each department collects data from 

individual citizen for maintaining the record online and to automate the processing of request initiated by the citizen. 

Since each department collected data individually from every citizen, the records exhibits redundancy in the 

collected data across all the departments. Also, the collected data is in different languages such as Tamil, English, 

etc. In order to streamline and leverage the available data, to benefit the intended beneficiaries, National Population 
Register (NPR) based demographic data across various departments have been initiated by the government. 

 

The main objective of NPR based demographic data is to integrate the available data across various 

departments into one unique source of data. This integration causes the reduction in anomalies and eliminates the 

redundant data, which ensures the presence of precise authenticated resident data across all the departments. 

 

The scope of the problem is to formulate a strategy to link all the available dataset from individual 

departments with a single source of unique identity used in various countries (Such as Social Security Number 

(SSN), UID, etc.). Since the departmental databases require the verification and authentication of each beneficiary, it 
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is challenging task as the primary data available for beneficiary identification is either contradictory, unverifiable or 

incomplete.  

 

 The following issues should be addressed for arriving at a solution to the considered problem: 

1. Each department use different font types in entering the data. 
2. Need to convert the available data into a uniform standard format. 

3. Collected data should be cleaned for making it suitable for processing. 

4. Apply de-duplication techniques on the dataset. 

 

Processing and authenticating the citizen’s information across different departments is difficult because of 

the presence of redundant data and different languages. The legacy data obtained from different departments where 

manually entered using different platforms, environments and languages. The real challenge is to first streamline and 

standardize the data collected.  

 

The contribution of the work is three fold: 

 

1. Font conversion strategy for converting the Non-Unicode representation of the database 
records into Unicode font. 

2. A Bilingual matching algorithm is proposed and implemented to identify and remove the 

duplicate data from the dataset, which is unique and concentrates on Tamil language to English language 

matching and Tamil to Tamil matching. 

3. A customized PostgreSQL plugin is written in order to implement the proposed matching 

algorithm for performing further analysis. 

  

3.2 Methodology 

A complete study of database schema of various public sector departments is performed. In examining the 

schema, it was found that there were lacunas in perceiving its structure at the data entry level. Although the schema 

has been well defined, it is evident that there was a poor standard followed during the data entry stage. For example, 
in filling the demographic details across named fields like door number, address 1, address 2, locality, street, district, 

city, state, etc., it is found that the details were merged in one field or wrongly entered into another field. This has 

led to the presence of NULL values in the mandatory fields. There are no specified constraints to avoid data entry 

errors and to identify beneficiary data uniquely. 

The data collected by various departments were in a variety of formats. The first task is to convert the 

available dataset into standard uniform format. Several open source tools and techniques were used for converting 

the dataset into a standard uniform format. Then all the dataset represented in the proprietary fonts are converted to 

standard Unicode font representation. Unicode is an international standard for word processing where multiple 

languages are used. It is a two-byte encoding scheme. It represents each character as a two-byte number. Each two-

byte number represents a unique character used. A number can be represented as one character and vice versa. 

Unicode encodes only vowels and consonant characters and a set of modifiers.  The modifiers represent situations 

where the vowel and consonant pair appear in Tamil language. Unicode file stores text information at character 
level. There are many different regional encodings for different languages and operating systems. Converting the 

propitiatory codes into a standard code with a centralized point is known as Unicode.     

   

After analyzing the datasets, it is found that various data elements required cleansing [28]. In order to 

improve the quality of data, data cleaning is needed. It deals with detecting and removing errors and discrepancies 

from data. In single data collection, the errors may occur due to misspellings during data entry, invalid data or 

missing data. When multiple datasets are to be integrated, the need for data cleansing is increases to a significant 
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level. Since, the data sources contain redundant data in different data representations. In order to get accurate and 

consistent data, linking of different data representations and removal of duplicate data becomes essential. 

 

The cleansing process is carried out on all the considered datasets pertaining to Public Distribution System 

department, NPR, Old Age Pension department, Employment exchange department. In these datasets, each column 
is analyzed for valid non-null values and appearance of any special characters other than characters, in case of name 

field. 

Data standardization is performed on the cleansed data, to find relations with other available datasets. Data 

de-duplication is performed in the next stage, which is one of the main contribution of this paper. After scrutinizing 

the NPR dataset pertaining to one district with 344265 records, it is found that it contains 389 redundant entries. 

These redundant entries were removed from the original table, because NPR dataset is used as the base record for 

authenticating the other department’s dataset. The following sub section elaborates the example scenario which 

describes the necessity of employing a data de-duplication mechanism for the considered datasets. 

 

3.3 Scenario – Considering PDS and NPR Datasets 

The data de-duplication technique is explained by considering PDS datasets and NPR datasets. Both the 

datasets contain crucial records like personal and the demographic details of the citizen. The distinction is that the 
PDS datasets contain the details in Tamil language, whereas the NPR dataset contains records both in Tamil and 

English language. 

A direct comparison is carried out on sample of both the PDS and NPR datasets, for matching the entries. 

Table 2 describes the total number of records compared in NPR and PDS datasets with number of matching records. 

 

Table 2: Total Number of Records Compared in NPR and PDS Datasets 

 

Total Records in NPR dataset: 344265 

Total Records in PDS dataset: 654025 

S.No Criteria for Comparison (NPR & PDS) 
Number of Matching 

Records 

1 Name and Application Local (Tamil) 198147 

2 Name and Family Head Member Name 127657 

3 Name, Family Head Member Name and Postal code 16590 

4 Name, Family Head Name and Street 6643 

5 Name, Family Head Name, Postal code and Street 2988 

       

It is observed from the table that the count of matching records across the two datasets keeps on decreasing 

as more conditions are added. The following are the identified reasons, after careful analysis of the datasets: 

 

1. Postal code is usually represented in 6 digits. But the postal code entered is in non-    

    standard format, for example: 25614 (i.e. other than 6 digits). 
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2. Non-uniformity found in expressing names, both in Tamil and English languages. Spelling of  

     names differ in both datasets.  

 

Also, the datasets from other departments such as Old Age Pension department, Employment Exchange, 

Health, etc., are considered for validating the proposed algorithm. The sample dataset considered for the 
experimental study contains four schemas and thirty database tables. The database tables considered for rectifying 

the issues is presented in Table 3. Also, some of the linking tables, which specifies the demographic details such as 

place, street, and district are also considered during the development of matching strategy. 

 

Table 3: Dataset Records Considered for Matching Problem 

 

S. No 
Name of the 

Database Table  

Number of 

Row Count 
Description 

1 Card1 184022 
Contains the Head Member of the 

family 

2 Card members1 665642 Contains all the members of the family 

  

Due to several issues stated regarding the characteristics of the collected data, the linkage of records across 

the database tables require a special strategy to be implemented for matching the records across all the departments. 

The following section presents the Bilingual matching algorithm and its working with certain examples. 

 

4 Bilingual Matching Algorithm 

The objective of the proposed algorithm is to match the records available across different departments and 

to remove the duplicate entries in the dataset. The algorithm must also support matching of Tamil language to Tamil 

language and Tamil language to English language records as well. Initially a character map is created for different 

languages, which will be used as the basic character set during the matching process. Table 4 presents examples of 

output of the algorithm after the comparison in various languages. The detailed algorithm is as follows: 

 

Step1: For each letter in the word except first letter, get the corresponding digit from the     

           character map.  

 

Step2: If the letter is not found in character map, then assign the digit for that letter as 0. 

 

Step3: Skip the duplicate consecutive codes.  

            //For Example in Tamil கே.கே will be considered as கே. 

 

Step4: Replace first digit with first alphabet character. 

 

Step5: Remove all 0s from the code. 
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Step6: Return code padded to the required length 

           //For Example: if the required length of code is 5. and is സBCD, then returned code will     

              be സBCD0. 

Table 4: Sample Input and Output of the algorithm after the comparison in various languages 

 

S.No Input 
Language 

of the Input 
Output 

1 
சந்க ோ

ஷ் 
Tamil சLKES000 

2 सन्तौष Hindi सLKES000 

3 
കാരത്ി

ക ്
Malayalam 

കAPKBF

00 

 

4.1. Comparison Logic 

 If the comparison is to done between the names सन्तौष (Hindi) and சந்க ோஷ் (Tamil) and need positive 

result, a comparison logic should be implemented for making the comparison language independent. 

 

Step1: Compare the two strings, if they are same, then return 0 

Step2: Calculate the codes for both strings, if the match is found, then return 1. i.e., both strings are from 

the same language and similar. 

Step3: If strings have different first letter and rest of the part is same, check whether the first letters are with 

same digit. If so, both words from different languages, but similar.  

           Return code for this case will be 2. 

Step4: If none of the above conditions match, return -1, indicating both strings are completely different. 

Matching Strategy 

 As the considered datasets are associated with various departments, in order to establish resident 

linkage among the data, it is essential to devise a strategy to ascertain a particular link. Table 5 provides the details 

of the mechanism adopted for finalizing the matching strategy.  

 

Table 5: Matching Strategy 

S.No Field Name Criteria 

1 Postal Code Exact Match 

2 
Name and Father 

Name  
Partial Match (Bilingual Match – 100%) 

3 Village Name Partial Match (Bilingual Match – 80% and above) 

4 Door Number Partial Match – 60% and above 
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The main aim is to sort out the resident information such as name, father name and with address across 

departments.  So, the field name mentioned in the table 5 are considered in the order they are mentioned along with 

criteria to find the match. This matching strategy is applied on the datasets along with bilingual matching algorithm. 

  

The next sub sections present the implementation of PostgreSQL plugin for the experimental study and the 
mathematical formulation of the weightage during the mapping process. Even though open source database offers 

wide range of functionalities, the default rich set of feature may not suitable for all the use cases. Hence, the 

provision to extend its functionality is utilized for the specific use cases considered for the proposed study.  

 

4.2 Implementation of PostgreSQL Plugin 

The PostgreSQL plugin is used to connect and execute SQL statements on a PostgreSQL database. After 

the execution of the statements, it reads back the results. Depending on the configuration, the returned values are 

then converted into collected list of values. The inbuilt functions available in PostgreSQL is not sufficient for 

processing the queries for the considered problem. This situation resulted in the implementation of a customized 

package in the existing PostgreSQL. The extension facilitates in collecting all the objects into a single package and 

to simplify the database management.  

 

The following two files are needed to configure extension skeleton in PostgreSQL: 

 

 A control file in the format "extension_name.control", which tells PostgreSQL some 
basics about newly created extension 

 An extension’s SQL script file in the format extension--version.sql 

 

Once the two files are created, then these files should be added into the project directory. 

The skeletons of the two files and the partial code written in Python for processing are as follows: 

 

1) File Name : tamilfuzzy.control 

#tamilfuzzy extension 

comment = 'tamilfuzzy datatype' 

default_version = '0.0.1' 

relocatable = true 

 

2) tamilfuzzy-0.0.1.sql 

#above sql code. 
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Partial Python code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Mathematical formulation of the algorithm 

The weightage calculation is used in the matching process. Higher percentage of weightage is given when 

the postal code and names are compared within the two dataset. If the postal code is different the conclusion is that 

two records are not similar. Similarly, the weightage is assigned for other attributes depending upon their 

importance, such that the matching strategy does not provide wrong results during the matching. The example of 

weightage calculation is as follows: 

 

Example: 

select uid, keycardnumber,membername, res_name_local, placename, res_addr_vtc_name,  

pincode, res_addr_pincode, replace(res_addr_building,'¬','/'), replace(doorno,'¬','/')  

from npr_final  , card_t  

where res_addr_pincode = pincode and  

tamilfuzzy(trim(res_name_local) , trim(membername) ) > 0.7  

and res_addr_vtc_name = placename  

and tamilfuzzy(replace(substring(res_addr_building, 0,4), '¬','/') , replace(doorno,'¬','/')) > 0.5  

and tamilfuzzy(streetnameinlocal, res_addr_street_local) > 0.5  

and substring(res_addr_building, 0,4) % replace(doorno,'¬','/')  

BEGIN 

  WHILE LENGTH(input) < 4 LOOP 

    CHAR = UPPER(substr(INPUT, pos, 1)); 

    pos = pos + 1; 

    CASE CHAR 

    WHEN '' THEN 

      -- End of input string 

      IF input = '' THEN 

        RETURN ''; 

      ELSE 

        RETURN rpad(input, 4, '0'); 

      END IF; 

    WHEN 'ஆ', 'ஐ', 'க' THEN 

      symbol = '1'; 

    WHEN 'இ', 'ஊ', 'ச' THEN 

      symbol = '2'; 

    WHEN 'அ', 'ஈ','உ','ஏ','க','ங' THEN 

      symbol = '0'; 

    WHEN 'எ' THEN 

      symbol = '5'; 

    WHEN  'ஔ' THEN 

      symbol = '3'; 

    ELSE 

      -- Not a consonant; no output, but next similar consonant will be re-recorded 

      symbol = ''; 

    END CASE; 
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and tamilfuzzy(res_addr_building, doorno ) > 0.5  

The weightage calculation takes the fields like uid, keycard no, name, place, pin code, door no from 

different datasets pertaining to departments (NPR and PDS) for comparison. Here, uid matches for all the records 

but with differing keycard no and name. To resolve this situation additional parameters like place, pin code and door 

no is considered with weightage. 

Table 6 provides the details of matching names in Tamil across PDS and NPR datasets with 95% matching. 

If there is a space in between, if there is a difference in one letter, then the match between the PDS and NPR datasets 

will be 95%. 

 

Table 6: Name with more than 95% matching 

 

S.No Name in PDS dataset Name in NPR dataset 

1 ரோமசோமி ரோம சோமி 

2 இரோமசோமி ரோமசோமி 

3 முணியசோமி முணுசோமி 

4 முணியசோமி முனியசோமி 

 

Table 7 provides the details of matching names in Tamil across PDS and NPR datasets with 85% to 95% 

matching. If the difference between two datasets is an initial and a space or initials at the end or the difference is 2 or 

more characters, then the matching lies between 85% to 95% and so on. 

 

Table 7: Name with more than 85% to 95% matching 

 

S.No Name in PDS dataset Name in NPR dataset 

1 ரோமசோமி பூ பூ இரோமசோமி 

2 முணியசோமி எ முணு சோமி 

3 மமரி மரிய ோஸ் ம மமரி மரிய ோஸ் 

4 சுப்பிரமணி சுப்பிரமணியன் 

 

Table 8 provides the details of matching Tamil names in PDS dataset with English names in NPR datasets 

with 85% to 95% matching. If the difference between two datasets is an initial and a space or initials at the end or 

the difference is 2 or more characters, then the matching lies between 85% to 95% and so on. 

 

Table 8: Name with more than 95% matching 

 

S.No Name in PDS dataset Name in NPR dataset 

1 ரோமசோமி Rama samy 

2 இரோமசோமி Ramasamy 
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3 முணியசோமி Munusamy 

4 முணியசோமி Muniasamy 

5 Experimental Results and Discussions 

In the proposed approach, records in each department is processed for matching, using the bilingual 

matching algorithm. In order to streamline the considered dataset, which is composed of fields with Non-Unicode 

font representation, initially a font conversion strategy is implemented. The font conversion strategy converts the 

Non-Unicode font representation into Unicode representation. This Unicode representation of the records ease the 

subsequent processing stages. After the font conversion process, the entire dataset is cleaned before it is utilized for 
further processing. The next subsections provide the details of the font conversion process and validation of 

bilingual matching algorithm. 

 

5.1 Font Conversion Process 

Data pertaining to the PDS dataset is encoded with proprietary fonts (Ramya, Bamini). The conversion 

mechanism is applied to convert from Ramya, Bamini to Unicode font. 

  

The accuracy of the data cleansing depends majorly on the data format consistency. The data can be 

compared and cleansed only if all the data which are taken as inputs are of same format, say if it is in English locale 

(en_US), all the data should be in English (en_US). In this case, there are several tables where the fields are 

combination of Unicode and Non-Unicode encodings. Comparison of such fields will provide undesired results and 

the final result will not be accurate. The font conversion module takes care of converting Non-Unicode fonts to 
Unicode fonts.  

 

Non-Unicode to Unicode Conversion: 

 

The data in State Database contains fields of Non-Unicode encodings using Tamil Ramya font in few fields 

and Unicode encoded with English fonts in few fields. The Non-Unicode Ramya Fonts in Tamil local need to be 

converted to Tamil Unicode font. The conversion process involves 

 

 Locating those fields which are encoded with Non-Unicode standards 

 Extraction of all data from those fields 

 Identification of the Non-Unicode format used in the field 

 Creating a conversion table for the given Non-Unicode format to Unicode 

 Creating temporary database for conversion process 

 Applying Conversion algorithm on the extracted data 

 Merging converted data back to original database 

 Committing the conversion process 

 

The above process is followed to convert the Non-Unicode encoded fields into Unicode encodings and the 

resultant records is used for further processing stages. Table 8 describes one sample of database pertaining to a 

district (or province) with Non-Unicode encoded fields, representing record count, font status and number of fields 

with Tamil ‘Ramya’ font.  
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Table 8: Font Conversion Status of One District (or Province) 

S.No Name Record Count Font Status Number of Fields with ‘Ramya’ Font 

1 Boguscard 0  0 

2 Boguscardmembers 0  0 

3 Card 170805 Ramya 
7 – applicantnamelocal , fmhname , addressline1 , 

addressline2, addressline3, richiname, tsosename 

4 Cardmembers 614077 Ramya 3 – fmhname , relationm , spousename 

5 Currentauthentication 46  0 

6 District 31 Ramya 1 - district_name 

7 Familycardmaster 161596 Ramya 2 – membername , address  

8 Familycardmaster_temp 162231 Ramya 2 – membername , address  

9 Familymembermaster 555160 Ramya 1 - membername 

10 Familymembermaster_t 555160 Ramya 1 - membername 

11 Historyauthentication 42514  0 

12 Renewelcard10072102 144473 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

13 renewalcarddetail14092012 156062 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

14 renewalcarddetail21072012 143153 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

15 renewalcarddetail24082012 156202 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

16 renewalcarddetails13122012 149814 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

17 
renewalcarddetails13122012_

1 
147064 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

18 
renewalcarddetails13122012_

2 
2750 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

19 renewalcarddetails13_temp   158983  0 

20 renewalcarddetails20122012 152532 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

21 renewalcarddetails20122012_1 149693 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

22 renewalcarddetails20122012_2 2761 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

23 renewalcarddetails21122012  156690 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

24 renewalcarddetails21122012_1 151719 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

25 renewalcarddetails21122012_2 4847 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

26 renewalcarddetails23122012  156685 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

27 renewalcarddetails23122012_1 152695 Ramya 1 - familyhea 

28 shoplocality    34534  0 

29 villagemaster1 17388 Bamini 1 - village_name 
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Table 9 presents the details of the processor configuration, number of records in Non-Unicode fonts, 

number of fields, and time taken for the font conversion process. 

 

Table 9 Details of the Font Conversion Process 

 

Details of the Font Conversion Process 

Testing Machine Configuration Intel I7 processor with 4 GB 
RAM 

Database Tested for Conversion All Databases 

Number of Rows originally in database with ‘Ramya’ font 4088714 

Number of Rows originally in database with ‘Bamini’ font 17388 

Number of fields with Ramya font 22 tables with 32 fields 

Number of fields with Bamini font 1 table with 1 field 

Number of Rows converted to Unicode 4106102 

Time taken for conversion for 1Lakh record 35 mins (approx) 

 

Figure 2 represents the screen shot of the original database before conversion and Figure 3 represents the 

screen shot of the converted database from ‘Ramya’ font to Unicode font.  

 

Figure 2: Sample Screen-shot of the Original Database before conversion 
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Figure 3: Screen-shot of Database after Converting ‘Ramya’ font to Unicode Font 

 

5.2 Validation of Bilingual Matching Algorithm 

  

 The validation of the proposed Bilingual matching algorithm is done by considering a unique 

dataset pertaining to the Tamil Nadu State government records [29,30]. The government has introduced various 

schemes for the welfare of the citizens. Each scheme is within the control of various department. Each department 

has initiated the data collection process of every citizen separately and thus there exist duplicate records across the 

department database as mentioned in the Section 3. The details of the dataset dimensionality considered for the 

experimental study, i.e. number of records in each department and number of columns is reported in Table 10.  

Table 10: Details of the Dataset Dimensionality 

Department 
Number of 

Records (Rows) 

Number of Fields 

(Columns) 

PDS 654025 22 

NPR 345043 32 

Health 125150 15 

Employment Department 89312 25 

Old Age Pension (OAP) 60384 54 

Festival Benefit Department 143768 33 

Farmer Welfare 258900 38 

AD&TW and BC&MBC Scholarship 105200 35 

Birth and Death 231000 29 
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The analysis of these dataset revealed that all the dataset has three common data types such as Integer, 

String and Date. The presence of other data types such as Boolean, Decimal and BLOB is identified in some part of 

the dataset.  

Based on the data summary analysis of the Old Age Pension dataset, Festival benefit dataset, Health 

dataset, Employment dataset and Farmer Welfare dataset has keycard number (PDS unique ID) for references. 
Hence, these departments are identified as PDS referenced departments. This indicates that mapping of PDS and 

NPR will ease the number of iteration during the mapping process, by matching the PDS records with the name 

available in the PDS referenced departments. Figure 4 shows the relationship of the attributes of the dataset across 

various departments. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Relationship of Dataset across Various Departments 

 

 The real challenge in the implementation of the algorithm is to resolve the ambiguities present in 

the dataset. The first ambiguity is that, some dataset has captured names only in local language (For example, Tamil, 

applicationlocal in PDS), some other dataset does not capture the name in local language (For example, 

candidate_name in Employment dataset). These ambiguities are resolved by the proposed algorithm during the 

matching process. The second ambiguity is the data entry error in which Father Name/Husband Name/Mother Name 

is specified in single attributes. This ambiguity is resolved through the application of data standardization procedure. 
Table 11 provides the details of the captured dataset across all the departments.  
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Table 11: Details of the Captured Dataset Across all the Departments 

Department 

Name 

captured in 

English 

Name 

captured in Tamil 

Name 

captured in Tamil - 

Partially 

Number of 

Records in Tamil 

PDS No Yes No 654025 

NPR Yes Yes Yes 187254 

Health Yes Yes Yes 76749 

Employment Yes No No 0 

Old Age 

Pension 
Yes No No 0 

Festival 

Benefit Department 
Yes No No 0 

Farmer 
Welfare 

No Yes Yes 87952 

AD &TW 

and BC & MBC 

Scholarship 

Yes Yes No 105200 

Birth and 

Death 
Yes Yes No 231000 

 

The objective of processing data de-duplication in E-Governance data is not for reducing the space. It has 

higher objective to eliminate the redundant beneficiary and make government scheme to reach every right citizen. 

After careful descriptive analysis on given datasets, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in identifying the 

duplicate records is proved through the following three different use cases: 

Use Case 1: Finding and Removing Exact Duplicates  

 The easiest and low latency execution is finding exact duplication.  

 The Challenge in this case is that, given PDS dataset there are repeated entries based on 
the combination of “name” and “relation name” in other datasets, For Example; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5 shows the result of finding exact duplicates by matching only names, names with relation  

and finally considering names, relation and pin code. The matching process is carried out for the three 

departments namely, Old Age Pension, Festival Benefit and Farmer Welfare. As the number of important attributes 

is included for the identification of duplicate records, the algorithm works correctly in identifying the duplicate 

entries. When only one attribute “name” is considered for the matching, number of matching records reported is 
high, which is obvious that same name could be there for different citizen. When two attributes “name” and 

“relation” is considered for the matching, the number of matching records reduces. Finally, when three attributes 

1. "Ramasamy";"Perumal" - repeated 1220 times 

2. "Periyasamy";"Ramasamy" - repeated 1215 

3.  ……………………………………………………………… 

4. "Adhimoolam";"Chinnusamy" - repeated 508 times 
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“name”, “relation” and “pincode” is considered for the matching, the number of matching records reduces further, 

which indicates the better performance of the algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 5: Result of Exact Match 

Use Case 2: Finding and Removing Partial Duplicates 

 In this use case, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is validated by considering partial 

match in the fields across three different department datasets. Both single attribute matching and multiple attribute 

matching is taken into consideration. Figure 6 presents the result of single attribute comparison and Figure 7 

presents the result of multiple attribute comparison. Both the results show a comparative percentage of increase in 

the number of matched records, compared to that of exact matching case, because of partial character mapping is 

considered in this experimental study.  

 

 

Figure 6: Result of Single Attribute Comparison  
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Figure 7: Result of Multiple Attribute Comparison 

Use Case 3: Rule Based Matching 

 The proposed algorithm utilizes rule based matching strategy to find the matching records more 

precisely. This use case is presented to prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in two scenarios. The rule 

based approach uses nested constraints for finding the match between the datasets and thus proves to be an accurate 
mapping solution to the considered problem.  

 

 

Scenario 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this scenario 1, three levels of mapping strategy are carried out in which, if all the conditions are 

satisfied for a corresponding record, the matching percentage reported will be 95%. If only two conditions are 

satisfied, the matching percentage reported will be 70% and if only one condition is satisfied the matching 

percentage will be 45%.   
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IF Name + relation name MATCHES THEN  

 IF date_of_birth MATCHES THEN 

  IF member_keyCard MATCHES THEN 

   DO compare ALL members in PDS 

   RETURN match status //Greater than or equal to 95% 

          RETURN match status //Greater than or equal to 70% and lesser than 95% 

               RETURN match status // Greater than or equal to 45% and lesser than 70% 
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Scenario 2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this scenario 2, more number of additional constraints are specified in order to further increase the 

accuracy of the matching process. Table 12 presents the outcome of implementing the rule based matching within 

the proposed algorithm, for both the scenarios. Applying scenario 1 rules for OAP, Festival Benefit and Farmer 

Welfare datasets, results in finding 587,1259 and 1960 duplicate records respectively, whereas for the same three 

datasets, when applying scenario 2 rules the number of duplicate records is decreased to 280, 701 and 1074 

respectively.  

Table 12: Result of Rule Based Matching for the Two Scenarios Considered 

Departme

nt 

Scenario 

1 
Scenario 2 Total Number of Records Compared 

OAP 587 280 60384 

Festival 

Benefit 
1259 701 143768 

Farmer 
Welfare 

1960 1074 258900 

The following subsections provides the performance analysis of the proposed algorithm quantitatively. 

5.2.1 Performance Analysis 

 To further ascertain the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, two different quantitative 

validations are provided. The first validation with respect to the time required to complete the processing of different 

queries in the traditional RDBMS setup is observed. The processing time is observed for each query with respect to 

Health department dataset. Table 13 provides the details of the processing time with indexing and without indexing. 

IF Name + relation name MATCHES THEN  

 IF date_of_birth MATCHES THEN 

  IF member_keyCard MATCHES THEN 

   DO compare ALL members in PDS 

   RETURN match status //Greater than or equal to 95% 

  ELSE IF caste_code MATCHES THEN  

   IF community_code MATCHES THEN 

   RETURN match status //Greater than or equal to 95% 

  IF voter_id OR epic_no MATCHES THEN 

   RETURN match status //Greater than or equal to 99% 

 RETURN match status  

//Greater than or equal to 70% and lesser than 99% 

RETURN match status  

// Greater than or equal to 45% and lesser than 70%  
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Figure 8 shows the comparison of the processing time taken with indexing and without indexing, when querying for 

single name, name along with parent name and finally name, parent name and village name respectively. 

 

Table 13: Processing Time in RDBMS Setup with Indexing and without Indexing 

Information 

Processing 

Time in RDBMS (in 

seconds) 

Query 
N

o Index 

W

ith Index 

Comparing one name from Health  with all names in  PDS 
9

.58 

9.

26 

Comparing all name from Health  with all names in  PDS - group based on demographic 
6

10.59 

47

2.18 

Comparing one {name, parent name} from Health  with all names and parent names in  

PDS 

1

4.72 

14

.72 

Comparing all {name, parent name} from Health  with  all names and parent names in  

PDS - group based on demographic 

1

187.15 

84

7.92 

Comparing one  {name, parent name and village name}  from Health  with all {name, 

parent name and village name} in  PDS 

2

0.52 

20

.40 

Comparing all  {name, parent name and village name} from Health  with all {name, 

parent name and village name} in  PDS - group based on demographic 

1

526.14 

11

78.65 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of Processing Time with Indexing and without Indexing 

 The second validation of the proposed algorithm is provided with respect to the four different 

performance measures, namely Precision, Recall, F1 Measure and Sensitivity. These parameters are used to 
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highlight the capability of the algorithm in identifying the duplicates records correctly. A sample of 1200 records 

that matches in NPR, PDS, Health, OAP, Employment, Farmer Welfare and Scholarship is taken as test dataset for 

this study. A total of 562 duplicate records is added manually along with the 1200 records in each department (the 

562 duplicate records inserted in each department are not similar). After inserting 562 duplicate records in each 

department dataset, now the total records available for the validation study is 1762. The main objective of this 
validation is to prove how much percentage of duplicate records is identified correctly by the proposed algorithm. 

 The sensitivity is the ratio of the total number of duplicate records identified with total number of 

available duplicate records within the dataset. The mathematical formulation for Precision, Recall and F1 Measure is 

given in the following equations 1 to 3. Figure 9 shows the results of performance measure values for six different 

departments. The values obtained are consistently more than 90% for all the performance measures which indicates 

that the algorithm potentially performs better in identifying the duplicate records correctly.   

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
|{𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}∩{𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}|

|{𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}|
                --------------------- (1) 

  

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
|{𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}∩{𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}|

|{𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}|
                         ----------------------- (2) 

 

𝐹 =
2(𝑃 ∗  𝑅)

(𝑃 + 𝑅)
                                                             - ------------------- (3) 

 

 

Figure 9: Performance Analysis – Precision, Recall, F1 Measure and Sensitivity 

6 Conclusion  

 A Character based bilingual matching algorithm was proposed in this paper to detect the duplicate 

records in the large scale e-governance datasets across various public sector departments. The Dataset considered is 

unique in which certain ambiguities were present such as non-Unicode font representation, presence of null values in 

various fields. Initially, a font conversion methodology is implemented to convert all the dataset into standard 
Unicode format. Further, data standardization procedure is exploited to remove the ambiguities related to the 
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presence of null values. The bilingual matching algorithm implemented is able to detect the presence of duplicate 

records present across various department datasets. Experimental study provided with several use cases exhibits the 

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in detecting the duplicate records. The quantitative validation of the 

proposed algorithm with respect to standard performance metrics such as precision, recall, F1 measure and 

sensitivity show the efficiency and capability of the algorithm in detecting the duplicate records, considering large 
scale dataset. 
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